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A b s t r a c t .  Executable modeling languages are now found in several 
commercial and experimental CASE environments. The ability to ex- 
ecute conceptual models has been considered vital for the validation of 
their dynamic properties. However, during model execution only observ- 
able aspects can be validated, and it can be very hard to check whether 
the internal computations are modeled correctly. Traces provide some of 
the informations necessary to understand the model's behavior in depth, 
but they are often just as difficult to read as the conceptual models 
themselves. 
In this paper we show how explanation generation technology can be 
combined with the execution of conceptual models. A component that 
can explain the internal reasoning of the model as well as its user inter- 
action is presented, and it is also indicated how the component is being 
implemented in the PPP CASE environment. Using this integrated val- 
idation approach, we are able to expose both the external and internal 
reasoning of executable conceptual models. 

1 Introduct ion 

In an increasing number  of CASE environments,  executable modeling languages 
have been given a central role in the modeling of information systems. Being able 
to execute models of the future information system, these environments have 
made it easier for the parties involved to observe and experience the dynamic 
properties of the models. As a validation technique, however, it is hampered  by 
its strong focus on external behavior and interaction pattern.  Often, the internal 
unobservable reasoning is not given from the external results, and in these cases 
it is hard to assess the internal model dynamics.  Trace informations may  be 
useful to expose also the internal dynamics,  but this requires a much bet ter  and 
more user-friendly trace presentation than what is usually the case today. 

Another  validation technique is explanation generation. In the domain of 
expert systems, this technique has been used to guide the sys tem's  user interac- 
tions and justify the conclusions drawn. The importance of these explanations 
in a validation context is now generally accepted, but  due to the additional com- 
plexities of conceptual models, the technique has so far not been explored in 
CASE environments.  
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We will here present an integrated validation approach, in which model execu- 
tion, trace querying, and explanation generation are combined. In our approach, 
a transformation of the conceptual model is exercised and a trace is recorded. 
The external dynamic behavior of the model is directly experienced as usual, 
but in addition traces from the internal reasoning may be requested from the 
system in the form of trace queries. An explanation generation component is 
added as a front-end to the users, and by means of this component user-tailored 
trace explanations as well as language-related or model-related explanations in 
general are made available. The internal reasoning leading to the system's ob- 
served behavior or results can then be explained in natural language and further 
elaborated if the user is still uncertain about the model's properties. 

The approach is now being realized in the PPP CASE environment. Resting 
on a formal conceptual modeling language and modules for transforming PPP 
models to complete runnable programs, the environment lends itself easily to 
our integrated validation approach. In this paper, then, we will see how trace 
querying and explanation generation capabilities are implemented and integrated 
in PPP, and to illustrate the use of these components a simple banking system 
is modeled and executed. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the overall archi- 
tecture of the explanation generation system. Then we present the modeling 
language of the PPP environment in Section 3, using a simple example from the 
banking domain. In Section 4 we briefly show how PPP models may be exe- 
cuted, and then we focus on how events occurring during execution are stored in 
a trace, and on how the stored information can be retrieved with a query mech- 
anism. Section 5 presents the explanation generation component, and illustrates 
its operation through generation two example explanations. An evaluation of 
our approach is presented in Section 6. Related work is summarized in Section 
7, and the conclusions so far are offered in Section 8. 

2 A r c h i t e c t u r e  o f  t h e  I n t e g r a t e d  A p p r o a c h  

The overall architecture of our explanation component and its interconnections 
with other components of the PPP environment has been depicted in Fig. 1, and 
will be introduced in the following. 

Using the PPP metamodel and conceptual models written in the PPP lan- 
guage, the execution component transforms these models to an executable rep- 
resentation. The resulting code is then executed, exposing the users to the dy- 
namics of the conceptual model. During execution, the users simulate the system 
environment, giving inputs and receiving outputs as requested and produced by 
the executing model. 

In such a session, users have the opportunity to interrupt the execution, and 
issue a request for explanation of the observed behavior. These requests are then 
interpreted by an explanation generation component, which responds by generat- 
ing an appropriate explanation. The generation is performed in two subphases, 
first one which determines the content and structure of the explanation, and then 
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F|g. 1. Architecture of the explanation generation system 

Execution ) component 

a phase which produces suitable presentations for user communication. The con- 
tent of the explanation is found by selecting information from different sources. 
First, the metamodel and the conceptual model are both used. Second, the se- 
lected content may be influenced by the characteristics of the users interacting 
with PPP, and by the context for the explanation request. It is then possible 
to tailor the explanation to the receiver, for instance to provide different expla- 
nations to end-users and system developers. Additionally, the explanation must 
refer to the events which actually happened during execution of the conceptual 
model. This information is provided by a tracing component. It records occurring 
events as reported by the execution component, according to a predefined trace 
schema. The interface to the explanation generation component consists of a set 
of trace query functions, which provide views into the recorded trace, tailored 
to commonly occurring explanation requests. 

Drawing upon these different sources of information, the explanation genera- 
tor constructs an explanation represented in an explanation modeling language. 
The resulting explanation may subsequently be translated to a multimedia pre- 
sentation, suitable for user communication. 

3 I n t r o d u c t i o n  to  P P P  

PPP is an experimental CASE environment presented in [5]. 1 It provides mod- 
eling support for a set of four integrated languages, covering different aspects 
and stages of systems development. The models constructed represent results of 
analysis and design phases of systems development. PrM (Process Model) is an 
extension of the traditional DFD, and hence can be used to describe functional 
aspects of a system. PhM (Phenomenon Model) is an extension of the entity- 
relationship model. PLD (Process Life Description) is a block-structured, visual 

1 ppp is developed within the RHAPSODY project at the University of Trondheim 
and has also been used in connection with the ESPRIT projects TEMPORA and 
IMSE. 
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program design language, used to describe undecomposed processes. UID (User 
Interface Description) is used to model graphical user interfaces. 

In this paper, we will concentrate on PrM and PLD, and on execution of 
models written in these languages. For descriptions of PhM and UID, see [5, 25] 
and [9], respectively. We will describe PrM and PLD with respect to the following 
problem specification: 

One of  the tasks of a banking system is to provide support for transaction 
o f  withdrawals and deposits to accounts. A new transaction is first checked to 
find its category (deposit or withdrawal), and to see f f  the specified account 
exists for the customer. A withdrawal is then checked to see f f  the balance 
exceeds the requested amount. I f  so, the customer gets a notice, and must  
respond with a lower amount. She can abort the transaction by giving a zero in 
response to the request. The verified withdrawal transaction is then processed 
by updating the customers account. A deposit is processed directly. In both 
cases, information of  the processed transaction shouM be issued both to the 
customer, and stored for later use. 

3.1 The  P r M  Language  

PrM is used to record functional specifications. As will be shown, it has some 
characteristics in common with Ward's Transformation Schema[30], and ether 
languages like the one in [11]. 

Portions of a top level PrM model for the bank system is shown in Fig. 2, 
with focus on transaction processing. It is shown how this process is decomposed 
into a separate PrM model. The most important constructs of the PrM language 
will be illustrated with this model. 

Processes have the same meaning here as in a DFD, i.e. that of a transfor- 
mation of input flows to output flows. They can be decomposed in a way similar 
to decomposition in DFD. The decomposition of P1 : Process t r a n s a c t i o n  con- 
sists of five subprocesses, P1.1 through P1. S. 

Flows and stores also have the same meaning as in a DFD. However, 
the PPP language allows flow contents to be specified by data types or entity 
types/attributes from PhM models. Ex te rna l  agents  have the same semantics 
as external entities in DFD. The name difference has been made to emphasize 
the dynamic aspects of entities. In the model, Customer is the only external 
agent. 

Control  f low is modelled by the use of t r igger ing  and t e r m i n a t i n g  prop- 
erties of data flows. These properties determine when a process will start and 
stop its execution. If a process is passive and receives the right combination of 
triggering flows, it will start executing. On the other hand, an active process 
terminates by sending a combination of terminating flows. Non-triggering and 
non-terminating flows can be sent/received any time while the process is active. 
In the example, process P1.3 can be activated if it receives the triggering in- 
put flow 0k_withdrawal 2, and will terminate by sending the terminating flow 
Withdrawal_re suit. 

2 Marked with a 'T'. 
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Fig. 2. Portions of a PrM model for the banking system 

To define logical relationships between input flows and output  flows, PrM 
offers i n p u t  p o r t s  and o u t p u t  p o r t s ,  respectively. There are three basic kinds 
of ports corresponding to the three logical connectives: conjunction (AND), dis- 
junction (OR), and exclusive disjunction (XOR). From the example model in 
Fig. 2, we see that  the input port o f P l .  1 is an AND port with two input flows, 
i.e. both input flows must be received during an execution of the process. The 
outer output  port of the process is an XOR port. 

Moreover, a port  may be conditional, repeating, or both in any combination. 
A conditional port reflects a situation where flows are sent or received depending 
on some condition. A repeating port means that flows may be received or sent a 
number of times during a single execution of a process. Also, composite ports can 
be formed by placing ports inside each other. For instance, the input port  of Pl 
corresponds to the logical expression AND(Previous-balance,  T r a n s a c t i o n ,  
COND(New_withdrawal)). The dotted line of the AND port for the input flow 
New_withdrawal indicates conditionality 3 

Now, we can describe a single execution of for instance process P l . 2  as 

3 Repetition is indicated by an unbroken line. 
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follows: If the process is passive, it can be activated by receiving the flow 
Wi thdrawal_ t ransac t ion .  It terminates by sending either the flow Aborted_ 
t r a n n a e t i o n  or the flow 0k_withdrawal.  During execution, it may receive the 
flow 
New_withdrawal, and it may send the flow Withdrawal . re j  e c t i on .  

For more detailed descriptions of PrM, see [5]. 

3.2 T h e  P L D  L a n g u a g e  

This language can be characterized as a block-structured, program design lan- 
guage [29]. It is used to specify process logic, i.e it can define the behavior of a 
single sequential process. Constructs for assignments, iteration, and choices are 
defined. In addition, two constructs for receiving and sending data provide in- 
terprocess communication and communication with users and databases. Fig. 3 
shows the process logic of process P1.2 represented in a PLD model. 

i 

"E~r - Available amaont b:" 
accomt_balau~; 

ge~ive New withdrawal 
tom Cu~meg 

_ ~ E b I E Y ;  

I ' 

Fig. 3. A PLD describing process P1.2 

. o r  - - . ~ w  - I l l  ~d ~ ~ 1 7 4  C=om. 

..~.~. - ~ ~ - 

~w_mm~t; ~_amount; 

The control flow of a PLD model is top-down and from left to right. The 
s t a r t  c o n s t r u c t  simply marks the start of the PLD model. First, the process 
receives Wi thdrawal_ t ransac t ion .  The rece ive  c o n s t r u c t  holds this informa- 
tion, together with variable names and types of the data  received. Here, we see 
that  the information includes account number, account balance, customer name, 
amount, and date. 

A choice  c o n s t r u c t  follows, to distinguish between two alternatives; either 
the balance exceeds the specified amount, or it does not. The choice construct is 
a compound of one se lec t ion  c o n s t r u c t  which marks the choice situation, and 
two or more a l t e r n a t i v e  c o n s t r u c t s ,  one for each alternative to be evaluated. 
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Each alternative contains an expression. If this expression evaluates to true, the 
block below the alternative construct will be executed. 

For the case that the balance is OK, the 0k_withdrawal is sent for update 
of the account. Otherwise, the available amount (Withdrawal_.vejection) is 
sent to the customer, with a request for a new amount. This amount is then 
received (New_withdrawal), and if it is OK (the amount is less than the current 
balance and greater than zero), 0k_~ithdrawal is sent to Pl .  3. If it is not OK, 
an aborted transaction note Aborted_transact ion is sent to the customer. The 
send cons t ruc t  identifies the data flow and the receiver. In addition, it contains 
one expression for each data element to be sent. 

The ass ignment  cons t ruc t  and the loop cons t ruc t  are not illustrated in 
the example model. An assignment is a simple rectangle containing the vari- 
able to be updated and an update-expression. The loop construct contains an 
expression to be evaluated each time the loop body can start execution, and cor- 
responds to a WHILE-loop or a FOR-loop of high level programming languages. 
In addition, it is possible to declare local variables within a PLD diagram. 

4 M o d e l  E x e c u t i o n  a n d  T r a c i n g  

4.1 Code  G e n e r a t i o n  f rom P P P  Models  

Most current commercial CASE environments provide little support for proto- 
typing and validation in general, an exception being the Statemate environment 
[7]. Many research environments support prototyping, e.g. the RUBIS system 
(PROQUEL [14]), and TEMPORA (ERL/ERT [15]), but the focus on providing 
an integrated set of validation techniques is seen in very few of these. Support for 
model validation in PPP has also so far focused on transformations for model ex- 
ecution. Various target languages have been used, including Aria([5]), C([1, 13]), 
Simula([6]), and a temporal rule language, Tequel([13]). In addition, an approach 
for a more direct execution within the PPP tool is now being investigated. 

Here, we will only briefly recapitalize the generation of Ada code. Roughly 
speaking, the generated Ada program consists of a set of concurrently executing 
tasks, one task for each PLD model found in a PPP model. Local variables of 
the PLD models are transformed to variables of Ada data types. The tasks com- 
municate by a rendesvouz mechanism, corresponding to the receive constructs 
and send constructs found in the PLD models. Using this mechanism, the port 
structures of an undecomposed process can be accurately implemented. The 
user interface of the generated program is fairly simple. A user must simulate 
the external agents in the model. A flow from an external agent to a process 
corresponds to a read from the terminal, while flows the other way correspond 
to write statements. The current implementation has some limitations. First, the 
generated code can be considered a prototype only, the code is not optimized 
for better performance. Second, the integration of database operations has not 
been implemented so far. Third, as can be seen from the above, we have not 
integrated generation of graphical user interface code from UID models with the 
Ada code. 
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It is outside the scope of this paper to go in further detail on code generation. 
However, Fig. 4 shows parts of the generated Ada code from the PLD for process 
P l .  2: Veri~y_amount. 

Parts of the generated Ada code 

TASK BODY p 1 2  IS 
accounLid:lNTEGER; 
accounLbalance,amount,new_amou nt :MONEY; 
name:STRING; 
date:DATE; 
BEGIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =" 

task_cycle: LOOP 
SELECT 

ACCEPT Wnhdrawal_t ra nsaction(varl :INTEGER; 
var2:MONEY; 
var3:STRING; 
vaN:MONEY; 
var5:DATE) DO 

aocogrd_ id :.vaM ; 
account balance:.va,'2; 
nama:.v-ar3; ..................................................... 
amount:.var4; 
date:-var5; 

END Customer_account; 
OR 

ACCEPT shut_down; 
EXIT task_cycle; 

END SELECT; 
IF accounLbalence>amount THEN 

p l _ 3 .  0k_w i thd rawe l (aceoun t_ id ,accounLba lance :name,amoun t ,  dats) ;  
ELSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "P" 

PUT("Flow to agent: WithdrawaLmjection ->"); 
PUT("Error - Available amount is;"); 
PUT(account_balance); ................................... "=" 

Some possible annotation points 
for probes In the generated code 

Complex dynamic law corresponding to 
I~OCess PI.2 

Simple dynamic law: update of local variables 

Complex dynamic law: precondition includes 
values for bMarmr and amount 

Simple dynamic law: sending of flow 
PUT("Flow from agent: New_withdrawal<."); 
GET(newamount); . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Input: precondition 'uue', receival of flow and 
IF new amount<.account balance AND new amount>OTHEN .pdateof localv~-iable 

pl  ~Ok withdrawal(accounLid,account balance,name,new_amount,date); 
ELSE- - _ ..................................... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Complex dynamic law: t~econ~tion refers 

PUT(accou nLid,accou nt_balance,na me,amou nt, new_amount,date); newamount and balance 
END IF; 

END IF; 
END LOOP task_cycle; 
EXCEPTION 

WHEN TASKING_ERROR .> TERMINATE: 
END p12 ;  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a,~ Termination of complex dynamic law 

Fig. 4. Generated Ada code from the PLD for process P1.2, and indications of inscrtcd 
probes which report events to the tracing component 

4.2 Mode l  Tracing 

The tracing component as shown in Fig. 1 is divided into two subcomponents; 
a reported events handler which interfaces the execution component and stores 
information about reported events according to a predefined schema, and a query 
handler which offers the explanation generation component high level queries 
tailored to commonly occurring explanation requests. 

R e p o r t i n g  occur r ing  events  f rom the  execu t ing  m o d e l  Tracing has tradi- 
tionally been used as an integrated technique in program debuggers and monitors 
(e.g. [18, 24]), and in expert system explanation systems as mentioned in the in- 
troduction. However, in order to provide comprehensive explanations of observed 
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behavior from an executing conceptual model, tracing techniques have to be em- 
ployed here as well. The question is what kind of information has to be recorded. 
To answer this question, and hence provide a schema for trace representation, we 
have taken a general view of the statics and dynamics of information systems. 

We consider a model to pass through a sequence of states during execution. 
A state is the aggregated value of all state components in the model. In PPP 
these components are flows, stores, and local variables of PLD's. Additionally, 
states are associated with a state number, or a time point, giving their temporal 
ordering. Various types of events may bring the model from state to state during 
execution. For instance, a model can change state through interaction with its 
environment. Such events correspond to input flows from external agents. After 
such an event, the executing model responds with applying a series of transfor- 
mations, or dynamic laws. In the course of these applications, the model passes 
through a series of states until a new equilibrium is reached. It is information 
about environment interaction and application of dynamic laws that  have to be 
recorded in a trace. 

Conceptually, a trace can be considered a directed graph, where the nodes 
correspond to states, and the edges correspond to egents of different kinds, i.e. 
interaction with the environment, and application of dynamic laws. We have 
defined a trace schema based on the various events which may occur. Since this 
schema is derived from the edges in the trace graph, information about the nodes 
(i.e. the states) is only implicitly represented. Common to all events is that  their 
temporal ordering is kept by storing a reference to the 'head' state and the 'tail ' 
state of their edge in the trace graph. The events must be uniquely identifiable 
by name or other means of direct identification. Additionally, changes made to 
the state are recorded for all events which affect the state directly. A change is 
represented by a reference to a state component and its new value. 

Now, we can present the most important parts of the schema informally as 
follows: 

E x t e r n a l  e ve n t s  correspond to triggering input flows from external agents to 
processes. Such events may occur spontaneously, and are not under the con- 
trol of the executing model. Information stored about such events are a 
unique reference and effects on state components. 

O t h e r  i n p u t s ,  i.e. non-triggering input flows from external agents are recorded 
similarly, except that  they may have an associated precondition. A precon- 
diton refers to state components and their values, so a list of the components 
and values referenced has to be included. 

C o m p l e x  d y n a m i c  laws (transformations) are recorded with reference and 
precondition values. In PPP, these correspond to processes on all levels of de- 
composition, and to the PLD constructs 'selection', 'alternative', and 'loop', 
i.e. those which initiate construct blocks in a PLD. A typical precondition in 
PrM would be "a triggering flow is received", and a block in PLD initiated 
with an alternative construct would have a precondition corresponding to 
the expression in the construct. Note that  complex laws change state only 
indirectly, through application of sublaws, so their effects on the state are 
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given implicitly through these sublaws. 
S imple  d y n a m i c  laws update one or more state components directly in an 

atomic operation. Assignments, sendings and receivals of data in PLD are 
considered simple dynamic laws. Information about the changes they cause 
on state components are included in the trace. Also, values of state com- 
ponents referenced in preconditions, or referenced as new values of state 
components are computed, are included as well. 

Having defined a trace representation, we have to provide mechanisms for 
storing information from the executing models. In order to do this, the model 
has to be instrumented with probes at the appropriate locations. These probes 
are calls to procedures which record information about occurring events in the 
trace. The reported events handler offers reporting procedures to be called from 
executing models. The reported events must comply with the schema presented 
above, but the amount and type of information to be recorded depend on the 
needs for different kinds of explanations. The procedures correspond to the var- 
ious events identified above, hence we have for instance a reporting procedure 
reportezternal which takes two arguments, a reference to an external event, and 
the direct effect on state components. The state numbers needed are inserted 
before storing the information in the trace. For events ranging over multiple 
states, it is possible to report their initiation and termination separately. 

Fig. 4 indicates how probes may be inserted by the Ada code generator. Fig. 5 
shows a small portion of a trace graph corresponding to an execution of process 
P1.2: Verify amount, where the requested amount to be withdrawn exceeds 
the balance of the account. The customer is then asked for a new amount, but 
responds by aborting the transaction. The nodes represent states with a state 
number, and the edges represent the events from the execution. The figure also 
shows the representation of some selected portions of the trace, corresponding to 
the probes in Fig. 4. The order of the elements in the tuples is: Reference, values 
of state components in precondition, from-state, to-state, and state change. The 
hierarchical structure of dynamic laws derived from the PLD is shown as well, 
to illustrate the relationships to the trace graph. 

R e t r i e v i n g  Trace  I n f o r m a t i o n  for  E x p l a n a t i o n  S u p p o r t  We have defined 
a set of trace views which provide necessary retrieval mechanisms for explana- 
tion generation support. The views are tailored to explanation strategies for 
commonly occurring explanation requests. Each view is associated with a query 
which can be made to a query handler. The queries can be nested, providing 
combinations of views. The views defined so far are as follows: 

In the S t a t e  c o m p o n e n t  view, the focus is on changes made to a spec- 
ified state component. Information about the state change is retrieved as it is 
stored in the trace. The query specifies the component and other conditions to 
be satisfied for the change to be retrieved. For instance, to find the last sending 
of the flow Withdrawal_re jec t ion the query FIND LAST CHANGE FOR With- 
drawd_rejection 4 can be issued. The retrieved information could be the third 

4 The syntax presented should not be taken too literally. The interface to the expla- 
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internalsimple(pldl ,[(Withdrawal transaction,(jon,lO0,121292,80,1234))],$1 ,$2, 
[(name,jon),(a.mount, 100),(date,121292),(accou nt_balance,80),(accounLid, 1234)]) 
internalcornplax(pldS,[(accou nt_balance,80),(a.mou nt, 100)],$2,$5) 
intemalsimple(pld6,[(accounLbalanca.,80)],S2,S3,[(Withdra.waLrejection,("Error - Available amount is:",SO)]) 
inputevent(pld7,[(New_withdrawa.l,O)],S3,S4,[(new_amount, O)]) 
internalcornplex(pld 11 ,[(new amou nt,O),(accounLbalance,80)],S4,SS) 

Fig. 5. A small portion of a trace graph for execution of the PLD of P1.2 

tuple extracted from the trace shown in Fig. 5. Further conditions can also be 
specified, for instance conditions on the values of the changed state components. 

The E x t e r n a l  e v e n t  v i ew is used to trace the interaction with the envi- 
ronment.  A query can be made to retrieve information about specified external 
events and the changes made to state components as a result of these. 

In the Law a p p l i c a t i o n  v i ew  focus is on a particular dynamic law, and 
information about applications of this law can be retrieved. For instance, FIND 
ALL APPLICATIONS OF PI.2 would retrieve information about executions of 
this process for a specified period of execution. 

The La w c o n t e x t  v i ew  provides the context of a law, which includes the set 
of superlaws executing at the same time. Referring to Fig. 5, the context of p:l.d6 
is p ld5 ,  pld2,  and ?1 .2 .  A nested query must be made to specify a particular 
application. So, the query FIND SUPER OF (FIND LAST APPLICATION OF 
pld6) can be used to retrieve information about the PLD block initiated with 
the alternative construct p ld5  ("Amount  is less or equal to account_balance"), 
and hence support  explanation of why the flow Withdrawal_rej  e c t i o n  was sent. 
An alternative query to retrieve the same information would be FIND SUPER 
OF (FIND LAST CHANGE FOR WithdrawaLrejection). 

nation generator is a set of function calls corresponding to each query. 
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The Refers- to  view tracks the dependencies between dynamic laws. For 
instance, if a precondition refers to state components changed by other dynamic 
laws, the law refers to those laws. In Fig. 5, we can see that the sending of 
Withdrawal_reject ion depends on the value of account_balance, changed by 
the receival of Withdrawal_transact ion. Thus, the query FIND REFERS (FIND 
LAST CHANGE FOR Withdrawal_rejection) will retrieve information about the 
receival of the flow (pldl),  i.e. the first tuple extracted from the trace in Fig. 5. 

From the S ta te  view it is possible to derive information about states from 
the trace, for instance which laws terminated, which were applied, values of state 
components etc. 

Combina t ions  of  views are also possible. We have already indicated how 
nested queries can be made to combine views. Using the query from the refers-to 
view above, we can form another query to retrieve information about all changes 
made to the referred state component (Withdrawal_rejection) in a specified 
period of execution: FIND ALL APPLICATIONS OF (FIND REFERS (FIND LAST 
CHANGE FOR Withdrawal_rejection)). 

In addition, we provide the possibility to specify the interval of interest for 
the validation session. This can be done by calling to procedures which set the 
start and end of the interesting interval, respectively. The end points are speci- 
fied by characterizing the states uniquely. For instance, the specification FROM 
(FIND LAST STATE WHERE EXTERNAL EVENT) sets the start of the interval 
to the last state where an external event took place. 
'The interface to the explanation component is made up of a set of query func- 
tions corresponding to each of the views above. Together they provide retrieval 
mechanisms which can be used to support explanation generation. 

5 Explaining the Execution of Conceptual Models 

In explanation generation systems an underlying representation is used to gen- 
erate descriptions that are assumed to be easier to understand than the original 
representation. The description is called an explanation, and - -  as the term in- 
dicates - -  its aim is to provide an explanation of a phenomenon in response to a 
user's expressed or inferred needs of knowledge. In ROMPER [17], for example, 
which is a help system keeping informations about objects and their attributes, 
explanations are generated when the system thinks the user possesses some mis- 
conception about its domain. In general, explanation generation techniques are 
found in help systems [8], tutorial systems [3, 20], expert systems [2], report 
systems [10], and tools for information systems development [4, 26, 27]. The 
explanation itself is usually a paragraph-length text, but in some recent sys- 
tems graphics may also be included as a supplement to the sentences in natural 
language. 

As opposed to simple paraphrasing techniques, explanation generation tech- 
niques are sensitive to user properties and generation context, and they are 
normally exploited in environments in which the user asks questions and the 
system generates the appropriate answers. The same phenomenon may therefore 
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be given different explanations, depending on user knowledge, user preferences, 
context properties, or focus of explanation request. 

For our purposes, we have seen it advisable to divide the process of explana- 
tion generation into two consecutive subprocesses, deep generation and surface 
generation (as in [19]). In the deep generation process, the explanation's con- 
tent and structure are determined, and the output is a hierarchical structure of 
underlying content elements and their relationships, called a deep explanation. 
A content element refers to, or is an underlying representation of, a unit to be 
included in the explanation. The deep explanation is input to the surface gener- 
ation process, which uses its linguistic knowledge to realize the final explanation. 

In the PPP CASE environment, a deep explanation generation component is 
now being implemented. It is meant to support the whole process of conceptual 
modeling, starting from the learning of a modeling language to the validation of 
the resulting conceptual model. More specifically, the following four areas are to 
be supported: 

Language  help facili t ies Using a simple meta model of the PPP language, 
the component can explain how constructs are used syntactically and also 
indicate some of their semantic aspects. Taking a process in PrM as an 
example, we can generate explanations to questions like "What is a process?" 
and ~How are processes used?" 

Verif icat ion checks Although not a part of the verification module, the expla- 
nation generation component provides an interface to the module's messages. 
Running a verification check on an illegal PrM model, for example, the sys- 
tem could generate the message "The diagram is illegal, since P3 does not 
produce any flow. A process must produce al least one flow." 

Model  inspec t ion  Properties of the conceptual model have been paraphrased 
and explained in several CASE-related systems (see [4, 22, 26]). Due to the 
formality of many modeling languages and the size of the corresponding 
conceptual models, explanations have been deemed useful for people not 
familiar with reading conceptual models. The model inspection technique 
serves as a validation technique, and in our component we can tailor the 
explanations to different user groups, depending on their knowledge and 
preferences. "What is process P1.2 Verify_araount doingf", for example, 
could spark the generation of explanations at several levels of abstraction, 
using different foci and different terminology. 

Model  execut ion  When executing PPP models, we can help the users under- 
stand the execution by providing history explanations and input justifica- 
tions. A history explanation exposes the internal behavior of the model and 
is generated to let the user validate the reasoning leading to the current 
results. As will soon be shown, the question "Why was my withdrawal re- 
jectedq." (referring to flow Withdrawal_reject ion from process P1.2) is a 
request for a history explanation. 
An input justification explains why the model needs certain inputs from the 
user. They are generated as responses to questions like "Why do you need 
New_withdrawal ?" or "What is New_withdrawal used :for ?" 
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Note that we are currently only implementing the deep generation part of 
the component, so in the examples above we are so far really generating the deep 
explanations corresponding to the final explanation texts. The surface generator, 
though, will be the natural next step as soon as the deep generator is completed. 

In the following, we will discuss the principles of our deep generator with re- 
spect to execution-related explanations. Explaining execution aspects has earlier 
been tried in the field of expert systems, but it has turned out to be very dif- 
ficult to build a general explanation generation component for the execution of 
conceptual models. Some systems do exist, but these are more like paraphrasers 
and lack the flexibility characterizing the explanation generation technology. In 
our approach, then, we draw on the results from expert systems, but we have 
been forced to modify their explanation strategies to cope with the increased 
complexities of conceptual models. 

5.1 Deep Gene ra t i on  in the  P P P  E n v i r o n m e n t  

The deep generation component includes various sources of knowledge and a 
number of strategies for selecting and structuring elements from the sources to 
form deep explanations. 

The content of the deep explanation is taken from the meta model defining 
the PPP language, the PPP conceptual model, and the trace from executing the 
PPP model. These three representations together are referred to as the source 
model. An additional user model and a context specification are used to govern 
the generation process, but in the presentation to follow we wilt ignore this tai- 
loring of deep explanations to user and context. All the relevant informations are 
represented using an explanation modeling language called EML, which is based 
on the attribute-value structures found in many natural language grammars [3]. 
An EML structure, then, contains two parts c~ : ~, where a is a characterization 
predicate and ~ an attribute-value structure. The characterization is a classifi- 
cation of the information contained in the structure, whereas the attribute-value 
structure specifies everything from the user's knowledge of it to its linguistic 
realization. In this presentation, we will ignore the use of these attribute-value 
structures and rather focus on the way characterizations make it possible to 
generate deep explanations. In Table 1, we have shown the EML characteri- 
zations of some of the elements from our PPP model. In the characterization 
s (purpose(p l .  2)), for example, s says that this is structural information (as 
opposed to c for constraint informations), and purpose is a generic relationship 
with argument p l .  2. 

For each source model phenomenon to explain, a specific explanation strategy 
has been formulated. This strategy determines which elements to include in the 
explanation, and how these elements should be structured. Interestingly, it has 
turned out to be possible to define strategies in terms of substrategies and relate 
their definitions to general theories of text linguistics. In our system we have 
implemented the strategies for explanation generation as plan operators, which 
are specializations of the relations in Mann and Thompson's general Rhetorical 
Structure Theory [16]. By using one of these operators, an explanation request, 
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EML characterization I PPP model in]ormations 
s(data..flow(withdrawal..rejection)) [declaration of flow uithdrawalzejection 
s(generate (pld6 ,withdrawal..rejection) )Jpld6 generates withdrawal.rejection 
B(purpose(pl.2)) /P1.2's purpose is to verify amount 

Table 1. EML characterizations for some elements of the PPP conceptual model. 

or a discourse goal in general, is decomposed into a'number of subgoals or ref- 
erences to the source model. The structures of some of these plan operators, 
which are also represented in EML, are given in Table 2. In the first of them, 
cause(Value)  is a characterization predicate that refers to that particular plan 
operator. Cat is a category, whereas head is the discourse goal fulfilled by us- 
ing the operator. Nucleus and s a t e l l i t e  are subgoals of head in the sense that 
head makes explicit the relationship between them and is fulfilled by fulfilling the 
subgoals. The subgoals themselves are either characterizations of other operators 
or characterizations of source model elements. A subgoal may be a simple char- 
acterization (like the nucleus of cause), a choice between characterizations (like 
the satellite of instantiation), or a list of characterizations (like the nucleus of 
behavior). If a list of characterizations is specified, the system tries to include in 
the explanation as many as possible of the list elements. At last, p recond i t ion  
includes a number of predicates, either referring to source model elements or 
forming rules analyzing the source model, and these bind the variables of the 
operator and constrain the use of it. 

To generate a deep explanation, an appropriate discourse goal is picked and 
the corresponding plan operator decomposed into its subgoals. Using a standard 
unification-like planning algorithm, the generator expands the subgoals until all 
unexpanded subgoals refer to elements of the source model. The precondition 
part of the operators, and also the user model and the context specification, 
determine which operators to use in this planning process. In the resulting deep 
explanation, the leaf nodes are content elements that can be transformed to pred- 
ications in Dik's Functional Grammar. In recent years there have been several 
promising attempts to produce natural language sentences from these predica- 
tions, and the surface generator to be added will draw on these experiences. 

5.2 G e n e r a t i n g  a Hi s to ry  Exp lana t ion  

Consider the trace in Fig. 5. The customer tries to make a withdrawal of 100, 
but the balance of her account is only 80. Receiving an error message from the 
system, she might request a history explanation as shown below. 

system: Error - -  Available amount is 80. 
user: Why was my withdrawal rejected? 
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cause(Inst): 

"type =~ operator 
head =~ cause 
nucleus :~ s(generate(C,Inst)) 
satellite =~ instant|at|on(Model) 

[ find_arg(agens,Inst,Inst_ag) ] 
precondition =~ |type(Inst_ag,Ag) | 

l find_last_pre(Ag,Model) J 

instant|at|on(Model) : 
I type =~.operator 

head =~ instant|at|on 
=~ nucleus behavior(Model) 

< s(preinst (Inst_set)) > 
L satellite =~ cause(pre_inst(Inst_set)) 

behavior(Model) : 

"type =~ operator 
head =~ behavior 

s(trigger (|_,Model|)) } 
s (is_precondition _for ([_, Model])) 

nucleus ~ s(receive([Model,_])) 
s(terminate([_,Model]) 
s(generate([Model,_])) 

Table 2. Plan operators needed to generate the history deep explanation. 

type =~ operator 
head =~ current_acitivity 
nucleus =~z future_use(lnst) 

=~ [ s(Element([Inst])) ] 
current_activity(Inst) : |satellite super_activity(Activity,_) 

/ 

[precondition =~ [ s(decomposition([Activity, Element])) 

[ type =~ operator 
| head =~ super_activity 

super_activity(Activity, Super) : |nucleus =~ s(purpose(Activity,_)) 
] [ s(decomposition (|Super,Activity|)) ] 
L satellite ~ [s(purpose([Activity,_])) J 

type ~ operator 
| head =~ future_use 
| nucleus cause(Inst) 

future_use(Inst) : /satellite =~ =~ behavior(Next) ] [ s(Element([Inst])) ] 
[precondition =~ [s(trigger([Element^termination,Next])) 

Table 3. Additional operators for generating the input justification. 
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Ignoring the use of features to specify linguistic informations, user properties 
and explanation contexts, we can explain the generation of deep explanations as 
a general top-down planning process. Before generating the deep explanation, 
however, we need to establish the interface between goals in plan operators and 
informations in recorded trace tuples. Basically, this is done by defining functions 
in the explanation generation component that correspond to subsets of returned 
tuples from trace queries. When one of these functions are called, its parameters 
are translated to forms suitable for trace queries, a specific query is performed, 
and parts of the query result are translated back to the EML formalism. In 
Fig. 6, we have indicated how three of the component's functions are related to 
queries from the tracing component. The function g e t ~ a s t  returns an EM L  

identifier for the last generated instance of a model element. Function get_beh 
returns the model statement instance responsible for the generation of a specified 
instance value, and pre_innt returns the instances last used as preconditions for 
the given model element. 

Functions used in EML Translation Trace queries 
between 
formalisms 

withdrawal_rejection , j  ] 
il0@withdrawal_rejection- I get_last ii ~ FIND LAST CHANGE FOR 

- ~. j / wit hdrawal_rejectio n 
il O@wit h drawal_rejectio n j 

generate(i6@pld6,il0~wit hdrawaLrejection)-[ get_beh 

p l d 5 , , / ~  - FIND LAST APPLICATION [i7@accountbalance,i8@amount] [ pre_inst J =1 - OF pld5 

Fig. 6. Functions defined to request informations from the trace. 

To generate a text that explains the sending of flow Withdrawal__rej eel;ion 
we choose to invoke the cause operator. This operator is used to justify a given 
value by describing the way model elements are used to generate or calculate that 
particular value. Prior to the invocation of the operator, though, the operator's 
input parameter In s t  is computed from the formula 

Inst = get_beh(get_last (withdrawal_rejection)) = 
generate (i6�9 ilO�9 ection). 

In the expression above, i6�9 is the identifier of the last execution of 
statement pld6 (see Fig. 5) and i l0�9 the identifier of 
the generated flow. Cause's precondition is now evaluated to find variable bind- 
ings that make all its predicates true. In this particular operator, all predicates 
are rules working on the source model, and the first of them returns the agens 
parameter of relation In s t  (semantic roles like agens are defined in the concep- 
tual model). The next one determines the type of this agens instance, and the 
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third and last one checks the model to find the last model element used prior 
to the flow generation statement that  has a precondition associated with it. All 
the predicates in the precondition were found to be satisfiable here. After a suc- 
cessful binding of variables used in p r e c o n d i t i o n ,  the operator's nuc leus  and 
s a t e l l i t e  are instantiated, and we get the instantiated cause operator structure 
in Table 4. 

type =:~ operator 
head =~ cause 
nucleus =~ s(generate(i6@pld6,il0@withdrawaLrejection)) 
satellite :=~ instantiation(pldS) 

"find_arg(agens,generate(i6@pld6,il0@withdrawal_rejection),i6@pld6) ] 
[ precondition =~ type(i6@pld6,pld6) J 

. find_last_pre(pld6,pld5 ) 

Tab le  4. Instantiated cause operator. 

In the instantiated operator, the precondition has found that  i6r  is the 
agens of Inst and pld6 the type of i6r and that  p ld5 has the precondition 
governing the execution of PLD construct pld6. The instantiated nucleus is a 
source model reference that  is to be realized as a natural language clause. The 
satellite, however, refers to the instantiat ion plan operator, and the generation 
process proceeds by instantiating and including this operator into the structure. 

The instantiat ion operator does not have any precondition. Its nucleus is 
instantiated with the value b e h a v i o r ( p l d 5 ) ,  and since there are two alter- 
native satellite values, the system just picks the first one and instantiates it. 
If it later turns out that  it is impossible to instantiate the satellite, or per- 
haps impossible to decompose or realize it, the system backtracks and tries the 
other alternative. Instantiating the satellite, the generator calls the function 
p re_ ins t  to request a set of instances from the trace. The resulting satellite 
is s ( [i7@accotmt._bala~ce, i8@amouat] ), which is a simplification of the two 
source model references s ( s t r u c t u r e (  [ i7�9 ) ) and 
s ( s t r u c t u r e (  [iS@amount] )).  

Instant iat ion's  nucleus is expanded using the behavior operator, which con- 
tains neither a precondition nor a satellite. The nucleus is a list of source model 
references, and the system tries to instantiate and include as many as possible 
of these informations. Since pld5 is an alternative construct, only the reference 

is_precondtion_for( ' account_balance < amount ' ,pldS) 

is found in the PPP model, and we get the final deep explanation structure 
as shown in Fig. 7. All the leaf nodes of the. structure are content elements that  
are supposed to be mapped into natural language in the surface generator. 
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cause(generate(i6@pld6,i 10@withdrawal rejection)) 

s(generate(i6@pld6 ,il O@withdr awal_rejection)) 

...'Y" ins~ntiation (pldS,generate(J6@pld6,il ~ O~withdrawal reiection)) 

behavior(pld5) s([i7@account_balance,i8@amount]) 

ol 
s(is_precondition_for(['account_balance<amount',pld5])) 

- \ 
"Withdrawal_rejection was generated" 

"Account_balance is less than Withdrawal_transactions's amount" 

"~176 
\ 
'.,.. 

! 
/ 

"Account balance was 80 and Amount 100" 

Fig. 7. Deep explanation for the question "Why was my withdrawal rejected?" Note 
that only the characterizations of the content elements are included in this figure. 

It should be noted, however, that  the deep explanation in Fig. 7 is not shown 
in all its complexities. Instead of the characterizations used as leaf nodes in the 
explanation structure, there should be full attribute-value structures that  specify 
the linguistic realization of the content elements. If this full deep explanation 
were sent to a surface generator, we could get the realization below. 

system:Amov:a~,_z:ejection was generated because accouat_balemce is less than 
withdrawal_tralasaction's amount. Accotmr was 80 and Amolmt 100. 

In this text,  the word "because" corresponds to the plan operator cause,  
and the content elements (i.e. the leaf nodes) are realized as clauses in natural  
language. 

5.3 G e n e r a t i n g  an  I n p u t  J u s t i f i c a t i o n  

Since the customer's original withdrawal was rejected, the system will request a 
smaller amount  to be withdrawn. This corresponds to flow New_withdrawal and 
receive construct p ld7  in Fig. 5 
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user: Why do you need few_withdrawal? 
system:I'm verifying the amount as part of the processing of transactions. 

llew_withdrawal was requested because account_balance was less than 
withdrawal transaction's amount. Account_balance was 80 and amount 100. 
If New..amounl; < account_balance and New_amount > 0, then 0k_withdrawal 
is generated. If New_amount > accoant_balance or llew_amounl; < 0, then 
Aborted_withdrawal is generated. 

In this case, the planning was a bit more complicated, and all the operators 
in Table 2 and Table 3 were needed. The operator structure of the generated 
deep explanation is given in Fig. 8, together with the linguistic realization of 
the isolated content elements. When coordinating the elements to form the fi- 
nal explanation above, though, the surface generator may have to modify these 
proposed grammatical and lexical realizations. 

6 E v a l u a t i o n  

In this section we will compare our integrated approach to model validation with 
three other approaches: Model execution/prototyping, animation, and tracing. 

Execution shows dynamic properties of conceptual models, but provides few 
clues for understanding the observed behavior. The users must rely on model 
and language knowledge to reach an explanation of the generated outputs. At 
least the following steps are involved: I) Identify the source of the output and 
its context, 2) identify possible paths of computation, and 3) access values of 
state components to understand why a certain path was followed. With model 
execution, the latter may not be possible without an additional tracing facility. 

With animation, the execution path can be shown in all detail. Animation is 
complicated if the model is complex with concurrent executions or many levels of 
abstraction. Although the paths taken are shown, there is usually little support 
in understanding why they were taken. 

Tracing can be regarded as a kind of textual animation, with values of state 
components included. If the trace is stored, it can be inspected afterwards, but 
it tends to be very difficult to access and understand it for complex models. 
Moreover, the users must make hypotheses for explanations themselves, and 
then search for support of these in the trace. 

Our integrated approach provides multimedia explanations, which enhance 
user communication, since the notation and complexity is tailored to the user. 
The knowledge and reasoning required to explain behavior is encoded in plan 
operators. These focus on exactly the information supposedly needed for under- 
standing, and the generated explanation includes references to the conceptual 
model, so it can be immediately inspected and possibly corrected. 
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current_activity 

super_acitivity 

Io>'-.. 
future_use purpose purpose 

Io 
c a u s e  I 

A instantiation behavior behavior 

precondition c precondition generate precondition generate 

B D E F G 

element possible realizations of content elements 

A 
B 
C 
D 

E 
F 
G 
H 
I 

"New_withdrawal was requested" 
"Account_balance was less than withdrawal ~'ansaction's amount" 
"Account balance was 80 and withdrawal transactions's amount was 100" 
"New_amount <= account_balance and new_amount > O" 
"Sending of Ok_withdrawal is generated" 
"New_amount > account_balance or new_amount < O" 
"Sending of Aborted_withdrawal is generated" 
"I'm verifying the amount" 
"I'm processing transactions" 

Fig. 8. Operator sturcture of deep explanation for the question " W h y  do you need 

New_amount ?". Possible linguistic realizations of content elements are also shown. 

7 Related  Work 

Combining executable modeling languages, tracing mechanisms, and explanation 
generation techniques yields a novel approach to validation in CASE environ- 
ments. There are no extant environments offering this combined approach to 
model validation, although the same techniques in isolation have been experi- 
mented with in many kinds of environments. 

The idea of using executable specifications for validation purposes has been 
known for several years, but is not widely used in current practice. Our ex- 
planation component builds on many of the same basic principles for model 
transformation and execution as found in other environements. Some of these 
also provide advanced control of the execution, such as step-by-step execution, 
breakpoints, and display of active elements and events either graphically or tex- 
tually, e.g. [7] and [14]. Although database approaches to tracing are difficult to 
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find in environments for conceptual modelling, many of the principles employed 
in our tracing component are similar to those found in some programming envi- 
ronments. 

In Snodgrass' software monitoring system [24], traces are stored as tempo- 
ral relations for recording dynamic information like call sequences. A temporal 
query language TQuel can then be used to retrieve the recorded information. In 
LeDoux's YODA system [12], the execution history of concurrent Ada programs 
is viewed as a stream of events. Recorded events are those deemed useful for 
program debugging, and include information about executing tasks and reads 
and updates of selected (simple) variables. A query processor interpretes queries 
written in PROLOG, which can have some temporal operators included. 

Whereas Snodgrass' software monitor does not trace static objects, the changes 
made to state components is a primary concern for our purposes. Additionally, 
our general trace schema includes justifications of occurring events. The YODA 
system is solely focusing on debugging of Ada programs, whereas our schema 
provide more general representations which can be used for different languages, 
as exemplified by PrM and PLD. Our query language does not provide the same 
temporal expressiveness , however it provides high level queries tailored for the 
purpose of explanation of model behaviour. Also, as noted above, our tracing 
component makes use of model knowledge, for instance knowledge about hier- 
archical relationships among processes and among PLD constructs. 

CASE environments with extensive facilities for explaining the execution of 
conceptual models are not available today. A component resembling our expla- 
nation component, though, is included in the Gist environment [27]. Gist is an 
executable textual representation language, and having symbolically executed 
a Gist model, the system can translate the recorded trace into natural lan- 
guage. But this component is a pure paraphraser - -  there is no user-tailoring or 
context-tailoring - -  and the paraphrase's focus and structure is fixed since the 
user cannot ask specific questions to the generation component. 

In Kalita's system [10], which is a report system, a component for report- 
ing on the status of executing models is used. The model itself is represented 
as a hierarchical Petri net with rules governing the transitions between states. 
As opposed to the paraphraser in Gist, Kalita's paraphraser can be activated 
throughout the whole execution of the model. However, it is not possible to vary 
the generated text according to user, context, or question in his system, either. 

In the field of expert systems, though, we can find some explanation gen- 
eration components resting on the same general approach as ours (for example 
XPLAIN [28] and EES [21]). The two explanations generated above correspond 
to their "why" and "how" questions, and in EES there are plan operators building 
up the same kind of explanation structures as we do. Still, in these systems the 
source models include rule bases that are considerably simpler conceptually than 
our executable models, and these rule representations are inherently very close 
to the desired explanation structures. So, even though their approaches have 
given rise to impressive results in expert systems, the explanation generation 
components are not directly applicable in the domain of conceptual modeling. 
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8 Conclusions  

Validating conceptual models is a difficult task. In this paper we have motivated 
and presented an integrated approach which combines execution of conceptual 
models with the ability to explain their behavior as observed during execution. 
Both the external behaviur as experienced by users or system developers, and the 
internal dynamics of the conceptual model can be explained. Explanations will be 
given presentations suitable for end-user communication, which may otherwise 
be hampered by the formality and unfamiliarity of the conceptual modeling 
language, as well as by the size and the complexity of the models. 

A prototype of the explanation generation system has been developed in 
PROLOG. A prototype of the tracing module exists, but is now being improved 
to be better able to deal with complex structures of state components. We are 
developing an internal language for direct execution of models within the PPP 
environment. For the explanation generator, we have defined plan operators for 
deep explanation generation. The planning algorithm of the deep generator has 
been implemented. A first version of the surface generator has also been imple- 
mented, however the integration with the deep generator remains to be done. 
To provide multimedia explanations, the deep generator will be integrated with 
routines for displaying views of conceptual models [23]. When the explanation 
generation system has been completed, it will be integrated into the rest of the 
PPP environment. 
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